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MUSIC, IDENTITY, AND IMAGES OF INDIA
IN THE INDO-CARIBBEAN DIASPORA
by
Peter Manuel

Diasporic identities are inherently unstable and complex entitie
which allegiances to contemporary and ancestral homelands are vari
reconciled, weighted, or compartmentalized. These antipodal orienta
are themselves asymmetrical and qualitatively distinct, involving, on
hand, the immediate, engulfing presence of the new environment a
the other, the generally indirect and mediated images of a lost moth
In recent decades, the globalization of world culture -- with its inte

transnational flows of money, people, goods, and media content

added new dimensions to the construction of migrant identities and t
of former homeland images therein.

For most diasporic individuals, socio-cultural orientations are
often conceptualized and articulated in the abstract than in referen

specific aspects of social practice or expressive culture. In many

musical tastes, practices, and ideas can serve as particularly salient i
of the complex multiple identities of migrant communities. While th

such as Appadurai (1990), Hannerz (1989), and Chambers (1990)

perceptively outlined some of the fundamental patterns of global c

flows, Slobin (1992:22), Erlmann (1993:6) and others have noted

difficulty of establishing overarching models of such processes and
argued that focused ethnographic case studies of specific "circuits" of
musical interactions could contribute significantly to our understand
the contemporary global ecumene.

This article constitutes a preliminary form of such an ethnogr

as a brief attempt to outline some of the diverse and often contradictory

played by images of India in the music culture of a Indian dias

community, and in its members' attempts to construct coherent, if
polymorphous, senses of identity. While the focus of this study is in
respects narrow, involving a population of less than 1.5 million peop

suggest that the strategies, paradoxes, and ironies involved

conceptualizations of India are quintessentially, if idiosyncrati
illustrative of global culture and the postmodern condition. As

Rushdie has stated, "We are increasingly becoming a world of migra

made up of bits and fragments from here and there" (in Marz

1989:100). This essay, then, examines the role of one set of fragmen

the identities of a diasporic population which is at once unique

uniquely representative.
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Indo-Caribbean culture, the focus of this study, is itself an

inherently transnational entity, as its core population is spread through thre
host countries -- Trinidad, Guyana, and Suriname (with lesser communities

in Jamaica, Martinique, and elsewhere). Emerging from these

communities, especially since the 1970s, has been an ongoing secondary
diaspora to New York, Toronto, the Netherlands, and elsewhere, whose
members now constitute over a third of the entire Indo-Caribbean

population. East Indians had originally come to the West Indies -- wh

had been named after them centuries earlier -- as indentured workers under a

colonial program, lasting from 1845 to 1917, designed to provide cheap
agricultural labor for British and Dutch planters in the aftermath of

Emancipation (1834-38). Most of the immigrants were lower-caste

peasants from the Bhojpuri-speaking region of what is now Bihar and
eastern Uttar Pradesh. Although many of them returned to India, the

majority remained in the Caribbean, and their descendants now constitute
the largest ethnic groups in Trinidad, Guyana, and Suriname, outnumbering
their Afro-Caribbean compatriots, and accounting for about twenty percent
of the English-speaking West Indian population as a whole. While the first
generations of immigrants tended to remain in relatively isolated villages,
since the mid-twentieth century Indo-Caribbeans have come to take a much
more active part in their countries' mainstream cultural, commercial, and
political life -- the latter development illustrated by the election of Indian
prime ministers in Guyana (1992) and Trinidad (1995). Accompanying this
process of economic and political empowerment since the 1970s have been

a cultural revival and a dramatically enhanced sense of ethnic self-

awareness, especially as conditioned by increased interaction and, in many

cases, tension with their "creole" (predominantly Afro-Caribbean and

mixed) compatriots.

For the first generations of immigrants living in squalid, pestilential
barracks in an alien land, affective bonds with India played a fundamental
role in psychological survival and adjustment. In the near-absence of direct
links to India itself, the indentured workers hailed the arrival of each new

ship, eagerly seeking acquaintances, tidings from home regions, or

knowledgeable individuals such as pandits or musicians who could enrich
local culture and renew the steadily fraying ties to the homeland. After the
departure of the last ships in 1917, Indo-Caribbeans felt unprecedentedly

isolated and, in many cases, ever more consciously committed to

maintaining their cultural heritage. Active identification with India,

however, has been problematized by the lack of subsequent direct contact
with India itself. In this sense, the Indo-Caribbean diaspora differs from

later South Asian counterparts, most of whose members, aside from

including many urban professionals, are able to keep in touch with relatives
in the subcontinent itself through travel and communications networks. The
Indo-Caribbeans, by contrast, came mostly as illiterate peasants from an
economically-depressed hinterland region of India, with which there has
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been little contact since. Such contact as has existed has traditionally been
limited largely to the goods imported by a few merchants, the occasional
visits of Hindu and Muslim proselytists, and, since the 1930s, imported
commercial films and records. Even such limited and uni-directional

contacts largely involved aspects of the Indian pan-regional "Gr

Tradition" or commercial mass culture rather than the distinctive regio
culture of the ancestral Bhojpuri region. Substantive links with this regi

and between the rhizomatic Bhojpuri diaspora communities in F

Mauritius, and South Africa, have been virtually nil. As a result, lo
concepts of "India," while remaining important, have become singula
tenuous, idiosyncratic, and in many cases, imaginative. For Caribbe
born Indians like V.S. Naipaul, the Indian images imbibed in childho

were less visions of a integrated, complete world, than like "a trapdoor in
a bottomless past" (1977:xi).

India and Neo-traditional Indo-Caribbean song

In the new and largely inhospitable homeland, music came to play
particularly important role in sustaining Indian culture and ties to Indi
itself. By the mid-twentieth century, the significance of music as a cultu

icon was being further heightened by the decline of other traditio

emblems of Indianness, such as caste consciousness and the use of Hindi

a spoken language. Amateur song sessions, whether in the form o
women's informal singing, congregational Hindu bhajans, or antipho
male chowtals associated with the vernal Phagwa (Holi) festival, beca
focal events in the reaffirmation of Indian culture. One neo-traditio

genre, called "tan-singing," came to occupy an especially revered status as

repository of Indian heritage. Tan-singing consists of idiosyncrati
versions of North Indian classical and semi-classical thumri, ghaza

dhrupad, and other genres, performed by ensembles of semi-profession

specialists, consisting of a solo vocalist accompanied by harmonium

dholak (barrel drum), and an idiophonically struck metal rod called dant
(dandtal). Tan-singers are particularly prized for the rich Hindu mytholo
imparted in their broad song repertoires, most of which derive from o
zealously treasured anthologies published in India.

Accordingly, tan-singing texts, like those of other Hindi or Bhojpu

songs, generally refer to India rather than the Caribbean, speaking
peacocks, elephants, and the sacred geography of Brindavan, Lanka, a
the Ganges. Even newly-composed Hindi songs generally perpetuate t

custom. Thus, a light Hindi song composed, with the help of h

grandparents, by Trinidadian singer Boodram Holass contains the li
"Let's go to the Lucknow bazaar," although Holass has never been t

Lucknow. When I asked Holass why he chose Lucknow rather than Delhi
or for that matter, Port of Spain, he stated that it has the grandest bazaar
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India; it does not, of course, but its bazaar is in fact celebrated in folksong
from the colonial-era Bhojpuri region.

While India is thus explicitly invoked in song and its musical idioms
idiosyncratically perpetuated, the references to Lucknow and Lanka may
constitute more literary conventions than profoundly resonant images. Jus
as the Hindi language itself, now divested of its utilitarian function, has

come to serve largely as a spiritual and poetic medium for conveying

Indianness, so has India itself become a fictive and mythical place rather
than a real one (see Ghosh 1989:76). Accordingly, tan-singing, despite its
India-derived atavisms, can in fact be seen to reflect the very remoteness o

India itself in Indo-Caribbean culture. Lacking any exposure to

contemporary Bhojpuri culture and Indian classical music itself, tan-singers
have little appreciation either of the derivative or the original aspects of their

art. The dantal, for example, is widely asserted to be an Indo-Caribbea
invention, although it in fact appears to be an archaic Bhojpuri-regio
instrument which, for whatever reasons, became ubiquitous in the
Caribbean. Conversely, while tan-singers often claim to sing in a purely

traditional manner, allegedly as brought by their ancestors, their art is in fact

thoroughly idiosyncratic, assembled as it was from nineteenth-centur
songbooks, the garbled fragments of Hindustani music imparted by a few
immigrants, and, in the 1930s, elements from the 78 rpm records of singer

like Kalloo Qawwal and Pyaru Qawwal. However diverse in its sources,

this art has long since acquired its own coherence and integrity.

Meanwhile, although tan-singing is seen as a bastion of tradition and
a vestigial link to the lost motherland, the importance of India itself in tan
singing thought and aesthetics has dwindled. The tiny handful of singers
who have had occasion to hear modern Hindustani music, rather than being

awed by its richness, tend to dismiss it as dull and even simple i

comparison to their own art. Tan-singers have variously told me, "Playin'
sitar is easier than harmonium, because you got the tambura player to back
you up"; "They just sing one style all the time, while we sing everything -thumri, ghazal, you name it"; or, most pithily, "That music ain't got no
spice to it." While readers more familiar with Hindustani music might be
inclined to smile at such dismissals, it may be more constructive to regar

the tan-singers quoted -- like many Indo-Caribbeans in general -- as

displaying a healthy sense of the legitimacy of their own culture vis-a-vi
that of India, which they see largely as having become Westernized an
decadent. However, the tan-singers' self-confidence may be traced less to
sense of the uniqueness and originality of their art, but to its perceived tie
to an earlier, richer and more spiritual period in Indian history. Thus, for
example, singers who recognize that their modal and metrical repertoire ha
shrunk attribute this decline not to isolation from India, but to the commo
condition of Kali Yug, the present Dark Age which affects the entire world
not just the Caribbean.
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The Indo-Caribbeans' self-assurance was conveyed in the account

of a meeting between a Guyanese tan-singer, Mohit Mangru, and a visiting
singer from India, one Mr. Varma, who was employed at the Indian Culture
Centre in Georgetown. As Mangru related to me, Varma had sung a few

phrases in rag Bihag for him, to which Mangru replied, "Varma, your

Bihag -- it don't sound nice to me." Mangru then sang a song in the utterly
idiosyncratic Indo-Caribbean Bihag, which constitutes a simple stock tune
rather than a mode per se. When the now-offended Varma asked, "Where
did you get that Bihag?", Mangru gestured toward the opened page in his
tattered anthology of song lyrics, showing the lyric he had sung labeled
"Rag Bihag", and scoffed, "I got it from that book, which came from the
same place as you -- India!" Varma stood up and walked out in a huff, and
the cultural encounter ended with each musician dismissing the other as an
ignorant and arrogant fool.
Creolization and Ethnic Essentialism

Tan-singing, for all its uniqueness, occupies an increasin

marginal niche in Indo-Caribbean culture, as a product of the oldest st
of immigrant heritage, and as a neo-traditional art which, although dyn
has evolved largely along distinctively Indian rather than syncretic li

Most aspects of Indo-Caribbean culture reflect greater degre

creolization -- a term which implies syncretism with the English-bas

"Afro-Saxon" cultural mainstream identified with blacks, whites,

mulattos, and including such prominent entities as steelband, Carnival,
calypso. The creolization process has become particularly marked sinc
mid-twentieth century, as Indians have increasingly urbanized, modern
forsaken Hindi for English, and in general come to enter their count

socio-economic and political mainstreams. As such, syncretisms

abound, especially in Trinidad, where one can buy halaal pig-tail (a so
Muslim counterpart to kosher pork), hear a Catholic sermon by one F

Mohammed, and enjoy a meal of "buss-up shot" -- a staple creole

consisting of a torn-up roti named after the scenes in the 1960s Ame

TV show "The Hulk," in which Bruce Banner, the weakling Clark
like hero would "bust up [his] shirt" when morphing into the mus
hero. Accordingly, many Indians have settled into a comfortable,

committal, creolized identity, with musical preferences typically inclu

Hindi film songs, American pop, occasional calypsoes, and Englis

language "local songs" sprinkled with familiar Hindi words and popula

by Indian crooners like Sundar Popo. India, as a cultural lodestar

become increasingly irrelevant for such creolized Indo-Caribbeans.

At the same time, however, various factors have led others towa
heightened interest in Indian cultural heritage. One set of incentives
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derived from the increased tension with creole compatriots, and resentmen

over economic, political, and cultural discrimination by the creole-base
political parties which dominated Guyana and Trinidad until recently; in

response to such hegemony, assertion of Indian culture has become

positive political act, rather than an unquestioned habit. The Black Power
movement erupting in Trinidad in 1970 further promoted a reactive Indian

revival, in which dashikis and Afros on one side were matched by film
songs and chutney (a local Indian folk-pop hybrid) on the other (see L
Guerre 1985:1977). Enhanced media contacts and transport connection

with India itself have further facilitated Indian self-consciousness. Perhap
most important, however intangible, has been the context of late modernity
itself, in which individuals and communities have sought to reconstruct

ethnic identities as reactions against the pervasive disenchantment,

commodification, rationalization, and disorienting globalization of world

culture (see, e.g., Barber 1995). In such circumstances, the inexorabl
tendencies toward creolization have been offset by a dramatic Indo-

Caribbean cultural revival foregrounding a heightened sense of Indianness
and some sort of affective relationship with India itself. Thus, responding
to an acrimonious letter to a local newspaper in which an Afro-Guyanese
denounced the continued identification of Indo-Guyanese with India, a local

Hindu wrote, "The Hindus in Guyana have a vibrant culture with its
background much bigger than Guyana, [and] they have not severed

themselves from its roots," unlike the blacks, who were "bought by cheap
sermons to shed their religion for a watered-down Christianity which th
white planters use as a tool and weapon even today."2

In musical terms, culturally-assertive Indians have contrasted their
deliberate cultivation of Indian music with the Creoles' alienation from
African music and subsequent capitulation to the inundation of commercial

Western pop, from hip-hop to Jamaican dance-hall reggae. However
identifying with India can involve inherent contradictions, especially a

arising from the disjunctions between, on the one hand, the mythic India of
ancestral memory and epic texts and, on the other, the glittery cinematic
images emerging from Bombay.

"Bollywood" in the Caribbean3
The advent of commercial Hindi films to the Caribbean in the mid-

1930s added a new dimension of Indian cultural presence in the diaspora.
By the early 1940s Hindi cinema had become widely popular among IndoCaribbeans, providing what many have perceived as a direct link to th

cherished but otherwise remote homeland. Many Indo-Caribbeans value

Hindi films as much for their Indianness as for their intrinsic features.
Thus, for example, Hindi movies are routinely broadcast on Guyanese and
Trinidadian television without subtitles, such that nuances of dialogue as
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well as broad essentials of plot may be lost on the many viewers who, while

understanding little Hindi, nevertheless enjoy films as cultural icons.
Similarly, Hindi film music itself has for several decades been the single

most popular kind of music among Indo-Trinidadians and Guyanese,

despite their limited ability to understand the songs' lyrics. In many Indo-

Caribbean homes and workplaces, Hindi film music is playing almost
constantly, whether from cassettes, videos, or, in the last few years,
broadcasts by Indian-owned radio stations. For its part, the austere tansinging tradition has been on the defensive against competing film music
ensembles which have proliferated since the '40s.

For Indo-Caribbean viewers, Hindi films have thus established a

new connection with India itself, presenting an image that is at once
colorful, alluring, idiosyncratically modern, and distinctly Indian. To

update Naipaul's simile, it is as if a color television showing non-stop Hindi

videos has now been installed in the otherwise dark and cluttered basement

beneath the trapdoor. However, the filmi presence in the Caribbean goes
well beyond mere consumption, also comprising an extraordinary amount
of local amateur performance, especially in Trinidad. The central forum for

this is "Mastana Bahar," an Indo-Trinidadian amateur song and dance
competition network which, since being founded in 1970, has come to

constitute an institution in the island's cultural life. The primary Mastana
Bahar activities are weekly variety-show auditions held in various parts of

the island throughout most of the year, leading to extravagant final

competitions in which substantial prizes are awarded. Television broadcasts
of the auditions are avidly watched by Indians, and the competitions, which

invariably include acquaintances, are followed closely. As such, the

founders of Mastana Bahar (the brothers Sham and Moean Mohammed)
correctly boast that they have played a significant role in the IndoTrinidadian cultural revival, not only spreading awareness of Indian popular
music and dance but, more importantly, inspiring a prodigious amount of
local amateur creativity.4

While the Mohammeds stress that Mastana Bahar is intended to
inspire the creation of a uniquely Indo-Trinidadian music culture, most of
the Mastana Bahar fare consists of amateur renditions of Indian film songs
and dances. Indeed, the Indo-Trinidadians could well be said to be

outdoing India itself in terms of the proportional numbers of amateur

performers of film music and especially dance; for while social inhibitions
continue to restrict public dancing in most sectors of South Asian society,
Indo-Trinidadian parents have for decades been encouraging their children
to study film dance from former Mastana Bahar winners, and to compete in
the show itself. Accordingly, it is estimated that some 80,000 people have
performed in Mastana Bahar since its inception.

Aside from the decidedly amateurish quality of most such
performances, questions have arisen as to whether all this activity
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constitutes local creativity or obsequious imitation of India's commercial
entertainment culture. Critics have alleged that rather than promotin
grassroots creation, Mastana Bahar has in fact served to stifle it with an

inundation of filmi pop. Accordingly, local film singers are typically

praised not for their originality, but as "the Voice of [film singe

Mohammmad] Rafi", or as "a true imitator." And while the many teachers
and semi-professional performers of film dance choreograph their ow

routines to songs of their choosing, the style is, with a very few

exceptions,5 derived wholly from the jerky, calisthenic Bombay studi

idiom rather than from, for example, the graceful, local chutney style,
which evolved organically from Bhojpuri folk dance.

The problematic relationship of Indo-Caribbean creation and

mimicry is further complicated by another paradox inhering to the IndoCaribbean consumption of Hindi films -- namely, that while Indian films ar

cherished as a link to the lost motherland, they are at the same time
primary conduit for Westernized images and values. Indian films, whi
serving for many Indo-Caribbeans as icons of ethnic identity, are to
considerable extent produced as escapist fantasies for their core audiences
on the other side of the globe.6 Most Indian films, far from realistically
portraying Indian life, present a dreamworld of synthetic Westernize
glitter. While their studio sets are often bricolages of Western and Indian
luxury items, their scores freely plagiarize sounds from the global style
pool. Indeed, in many respects, the version of reality portrayed in Indian

films is closer to Caribbean life than to anything in India; for the chic worl
of cabarets and clubs where informally-clad Indian women dance erotically
and freely with men has until recently scarcely existed in India, although
something quite like it flourishes in the Caribbean, in the form of chutney

dances (see Manuel 1998, 1995b: ch. 9).

Such contradictions are particularly overt in the case of Indian film
music, much of which is thoroughly Western in style, with many songs

even consisting of Hindi-language cover versions of Western hits -whether recognized as such or not by Indo-Caribbeans (see Manue
1993:144-45, 297-98). In the Caribbean, Hindi film music has thus com

to serve both as an symbol of Indianness and as a vehicle for the spread o
Western pop and disco styles; it is thus at once a bulwark against and an
accomplice to hegemonic creolization. This paradox has not escaped notice
in the Caribbean; one letter to a Guyanese newspaper said of the local film
song imitators, "The present 'Indian' singing is nothing more than a crass
commercial imitation of the already Westernized Indian film industry... the
Caribbean Hindu is being twice colonized."7 Similarly, I recall chatting at a
Guyanese wedding with an elderly tan-singer, who, lamenting the lack of

interest in his art, said of the raucous film song blaring from the

loudspeakers, "All this disco noise -- this all came from India!"
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Westernized film music added an ironic footnote to a controversy
which raged in Trinidad in 1994 after the government declared the steel
drum to be the national instrument and proposed to fund its introduction in
public schools. While the steel drum occupies a unique role in Trinidadian
culture, it has also been associated -- in its origins, repertoire, and personnel
-- with Afro-Trinidadians rather than Indians. Certain conservative Indian
spokesmen thus denounced the proposal as one of many instances of state
favoritism toward Creoles. Instead, they demanded equal funding for the
most popular Indo-Caribbean instrument, namely the harmonium, which
they claimed to be uniquely suitable to the rendering of the microtonal
nuances (the legendary twenty-two shrutis) allegedly used in Indian music;
while ignoring the harmonium's palpable inability to play microtones of any
sort, they further dismissed the steel drum itself as a crude instrument

utterly unsuited to Indian music (Maraj 1994a &b). As the controversy
raged on, involving politicians, journalists, and Ministry of Culture

spokesmen, a commentary of sorts regarding the suitability of the steel
drum to Indian popular music fortuitously arrived from India in the form of
a newly-distributed Hindi film, Bekhudi, which contained a song-and-dance

scene featuring a steel drum ensemble. The Trinidad Guardian called

attention to this scene, observing drily that "There was a noticeable absence
of ... harmoniums (or is it 'harmonia'?) from the procession and none of
the actors looked any the worse for the omission." Thus, the harmonium
has gone from being an instrument of colonial Christian proselytization in

India to being an icon of Indian tradition; conversely, the steel drum,
attacked by conservative Indo-Caribbeans as a creole menace to Indianness,

turns out to be featured in an Indian film.

The conflict between the defensive purism of Trinidadian Hindu

orthodoxy and the merry eclecticism of Hindi film culture also emerged in

an earlier controversy regarding the usages of the 1979 calypso "Om
Shanti," composed by Afro-Trinidadian Ras Shorty I. While the same
Hindu conservatives denounced the perceived blasphemy involved in

turning the devotional mantra into a soundtrack for Carnival revelry, "Om
Shanti" went on to be incorporated into a commercial Bombay film (Karz),

without creating any stir in India. India itself has thus proved to be

consistently unhelpful in the Trinidadian Hindu purists' campaign against

creolization.

Where is the real India?

In decrying the Westernizing influence of Indian film

Guyanese tan-singer mentioned above was suggesting a viewpoin
had come to encounter quite often in Indo-Caribbean discourse

that Indo-Caribbeans are in some ways more genuinely India
people from India. Since Indo-Caribbeans have virtually no c
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Indian folk culture, including that of the ancestral Bhojpuri region, their
image of modem India is drawn mostly from films, and from the similarly
Westernized engineers, doctors, and other professionals from South Asia
whom they encounter in New York City, Toronto, or occasionally in the
Caribbean itself.9 While some Indian nationals in Queens, New York, may

tend to regard their more numerous Indo-Caribbean neighbors a

deculturated half-breeds who have lost their caste and language, some IndoGuyanese see such Indian nationals as shallow materialists who have little
contact with or interest in their own cultural heritage. The Guyanese are
well aware that during the springtime Phagwa festival it is they, rather tha
the predominantly bourgeois and regionally diverse Indian nationals, who
turn Queens' central avenue into a sea of purple and saffron, and it is their
joyous chowtals that resound from temples, homes, and parks; it is they
who still sing folk songs and dance in folk-derived style at weddings and
holidays, and who, in general, actively maintain many rural-derived Indian

traditions toward which the "India people" feel quite alien. As one New

York Guyanese said to me, "The India people don' dance chutney, dey don'

sing bhajan, nothin' -- All dey care about is money." Accordingly, tan

singers, few of whom have any exposure to Indian classical music, assume

film music to represent Indian music as a whole, and regard it as an

indication of the Westernization and commercialization of culture in India, i
contrast to their own rich, if somewhat declining oral tradition.

Indeed, given the extent to which Indo-Caribbean music and culture
contain marginal survivals extinct in India, the image of Indo-Caribbeans as
being unique custodians of Indian culture is not entirely unjustified. Tansinging contains a number of such survivals, in the form of song texts now
forgotten in India, and archaic Hindustani genres like chaturang, however
idiosyncratically rendered. Even the currently popular chutney, despite its
incorporation of synthesizers and soca beats, remains at heart a modernized
version of Bhojpuri folk song and dance. The self-assurance of the IndoCaribbeans is naturally reinforced as handfuls of young men from India
now trickle into the New York chutney clubs, in the absence of their own

dance clubs; as one Guyanese told me, "Once I even saw a few of them

dance!"

It has been observed that South Asian diaspora communities in

general are less interested in visions of returning to a lost homeland than in

desires to recreate their culture in diverse locations (Ghosh 1989). The
Indo-Caribbean conceptual decentering described here represents an

extension of this approach, in which cultural vitality and even authenticity,

as conceived by Indo-Caribbeans, are explicitly located in the diaspora

rather than in the ancestral homeland. The valorizing of diaspora culture is
thus an emic vernacular concept as well as a contemporary academic one (as
in Clifford 1994, Gilroy 1993). In effect, this paradoxical discourse again
identifies the geographic "local" as the site of tradition, but only by means
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of what Chambers (1990:48) calls an "uprooting and re-routing of earlier
histories, structures, and traditions."
The Indo-Caribbean sense of cultural legitimacy also in its own way
recapitulates an ambivalence toward India that evidently characterized many

emigrants' experience from the start. Unlike the enslaved Africans, the

Indians, however desperate their poverty, did emigrate by choice, in many
cases inspired by a sense of adventure. Some who returned to India found
themselves ostracized for having sullied their caste by crossing the kala pani
(black waters), and a few returned in disgust to the Caribbean to tell of the

expensive purification ceremonies Brahmans demanded they undergo.

Accordingly, while songs relating Ram's exile from Ayodhya may have had
some special resonance for the emigrants, in Indo-Caribbean society there is
no particular cult of sorrowing and loss, as there is, for example, in Indo-

Muslim society, with its literary glorification of ranj-o-gham (pain and
suffering). Nor are there counterparts in Indo-Caribbean music to the

Biblical/Rastafarian laments for lost Zion, sung by exiles languishing by the
waters of Babylon. Rather, in many respects, the more characteristic Indo-

Caribbean mode has been to go on singing the same traditional songs,

regardless of the change of surroundings. From a critical creole

perspective, such habitual practices could represent a refusal to engage with

and plant roots in the new homeland; alternately, they could be seen as
preserving cultural continuity while implying that Indianness can be
maintained anywhere. On the whole, this is a pragmatic, earthy, and in

many ways, fundamentally optimistic society, long since adjusted to the
remoteness of India, and to an autonomous maintenance of its own forms of

Indianness. The nature of Indianness, however, must now be actively

chosen from an increasingly diverse set of options.

Identity choices
A basic feature of modernity is the way that individuals have become
increasingly free -- indeed, condemned -- to self-consciously choose their
sense of identity, rather than unquestioningly inheriting it as a pre-ordained
given. The obligation to choose becomes particularly acute in a diasporic
situation marked by a declining traditional cultural core and the presence of
new cultural options and alternatives. In Indo-Caribbean society, musical
tastes serve as remarkably clear indices of the variety of forms of Indianness

which different individuals currently cultivate. Some Indo-Caribbeans,

including many film music lovers, look to India in their quest for authentic
Indianness, in some cases accepting the notion occasionally intimated from
Indian nationals that Indo-Caribbean culture is inherently hybridized and
impure. Others, like the aforementioned Guyanese tan-singer, prefer to

locate genuine Indianness in the Caribbean itself, seeing India as having
become hopelessly modemrn and Westernized. For elders like him, depth
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and meaning are found only in local neo-traditional music, not in the

perceivedly shallow and commercial film music.

Perhaps a larger number of Indo-Caribbeans embrace a more

inclusive, though still distinctive sense of Indianness, such as the Guyanese

youth who, when asked of his musical preferences, told me, "I like

anything Indian -- film music, chutney, bhajans, whatever." Conversely,
some of the more than 100,000 Indo-Surinamese living in the Netherlands

incline in various ways toward rejecting their Caribbean background

altogether, preferring to conceive of themselves as subcontinental Indians
for whom the Caribbean interlude was but an intermediate stopover on the
way to Europe. Not surprisingly, such people take little interest in IndoSurinamese folk music, which they tend to see as an embarrassing vestige

of "coolie culture." (Since most Indo-Surinamese speak Hindi, they can
adopt this posture more convincingly than could the Trinidadians and
Guyanese.)
Yet another choice of ethnic identity is exhibited by the increasing

numbers of Trinidadian Muslims'? who, influenced by visiting Saudi
missionaries, now explicitly repudiate their Indian heritage in order to
cultivate a pan-Arabist, perceivedly more pure form of Islam, uncorrupted
by syncretic Indianisms. One of the most conspicuous "reforms" of such
purists is their rejection of the otherwise much-cherished traditional IndoCaribbean Muslim song genres of maulud and qasida, both because these
genres are Indian and because of the orthodox Islamic disapproval of music.
If the neo-fundamentalists learn any foreign language, it is Arabic rather
than Hindi or Urdu, and they are more likely to visit Mecca than Patna.

Some of these projects of identity construction reflect an explicit
concern with authenticity and tradition, and in that respect they seem
opposed to and isolated from contemporary processes of mass-mediated
globalization, commodification, and (post)modernization. Nevertheless, the
inherent links between the two sets of tendencies are clear. While at one
level reacting against technoculture, the Muslim neo-fundamentalists and the
Hindu purists deliberately cultivate global connections with international

colleagues to fortify their movements (see Clifford 1994:312). Further,
unlike their medieval ancestors, they are obliged to define themselves in

contradistinction to a perceivedly antagonistic modernity. For Hindu

fundamentalists, this is represented in particular by the Afro-Caribbeans
who, largely alienated from their own ancestral traditions, tend to serve as
creole brokers for Western culture when not celebrating their own hybrid
and irreverent local musics. In confronting such a potentially hegemonic
mainstream, the upholders of an exclusivist Hindu or Muslim authenticity

are often obliged to engage modernity on its own turf, via newspaper

manifestoes, radio programs, cassettes, and even parliamentary debates.
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The diverse music policies and preferences inhering to these various

identity choices reflect how Indianness can now be variously located in

India, in the diaspora, or in the virtual reality of internationally circulating
Hindi films. For Indo-Caribbeans, the very concept of a "homeland" itself
becomes clearly problematic, when so many alternatives are available, from
Fyzabad, Trinidad to Faizabad, India, not to mention Manhattan or Mecca.

Juan Flores (1991) has spoken of New York Puerto Ricans adopting a

"straddling position" between their two homelands. Many Indo-

Caribbeans, shunning the search for purist traditional heritages, can be seen
to adopt a similar straddling stance, although the posture often involves
three or four limbs rather than just two.

Such choices of identity are perhaps most clearly manifested in

musical tastes -- especially in this case, the cultivation of a translocal taste

culture centered around dance-hall reggae, the dominant West Indian

popular music. Thus, innumerable young Indo-Trini and Guyanese males,

especially in urban North America, wear baggy jeans, tank tops, and
backward baseball caps, and orient themselves overwhelmingly toward

Jamaican and Afro-American popular culture. Here it is not tradition and
cultural purity that are celebrated, but rather hybridity and cosmopolitan
syncretism. Accordingly, the dominant values articulated in music, dress,
and speech are swaggering machismo, carefree sexuality, and an irreverent
disenfranchised energy, contrasting markedly with the devotion to family,

religion, and tradition articulated in most kinds of Indian and IndoCaribbean music. Given such tastes, the emergence of Indian-oriented

dance-hall reggae has been an inevitable trend. While Indo-British

"bhangramuffin" artist Apache Indian has attracted some Indo-Caribbean

followers, closer to home are Indo-Guyanese performers like Arawak

Indian and Apache Waria who promote an idiosyncratic Indo-dub from their

own home bases in New York. While lyrics to this music may not be

profound, they consistently foreground a self-consciously transnational
sense of identity, full of intertextual references to other reggae singers and
places on the diaspora circuits. What such songs share with the otherwise
quite distinct neo-fundamentalist proclamations is a clear sense of strategic
socio-geographical self-positioning. In some cases the integrating theme is

an informal Guyanese nationalism, consistent with the Indian/creole

syncretism of the genre itself; thus, in a song mixing Jamaican-style dub
with Guyanese creole folk songs, Apache Waria chants:
Me love Guyana bad bad bad
whether you are Indian or you a black
if a Guyana or you live in New York...

More often, however, the social geography invoked is transnationally
Indian, as when Waria raps:
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All de Indian posse come move your body...if you come from

Guyana or you come from Trini, if a London or a New Delhi..."

South Asia itself, in this conception, is one among several sites on
an international Indian cultural network. Similarly, the performers' choic

of sobriquets is self-consciously evocative of the community's
transnationality, playfully invoking other dance-hall deejays (Apache

Indian, and the part-Indo-Jamaican Apache/Super Cat), and both New and
Old World Indians. The postmodern pastiche quality of the idiom is further
reflected in the style of the songs themselves, which not only mix Indian
and reggae rhythms and instruments, but also, like much contemporary
dance-hall, combine melodic lines, bass ostinati, and synthesizer chords all

playing in unrelated keys. Such hybrids -- although offensive to some

conservatives12 -- serve to broaden the range of ethnic identities available to
Indo-Caribbeans, who, in this instance, can now assimilate to dance-hall
fashions without sacrificing their Indianness.

As notions of fashion and authenticity become variously situated in

India, Jamaica, the Indian Caribbean, or elsewhere, the promotional
strategies of commercial music releases vary accordingly. One recent

cassette features "Imtaz Mohammad, Local Amitabh, in calypso-soca style,"

effectively Caribbeanizing the Indian film star and occasional singer

Amitabh Bachchan, by having a local chutney-soca singer perform creolized
renditions of his songs. The converse strategy -- of globalizing the local -can be seen in the music of the duo Babla-Kanchan, who, from their home
base in Bombay, have established an entirely international Indian audience
with their film-style renditions of chutneys, Guyanese "local songs," and

Hindi versions of soca hits like "Hot Hot Hot." With Indian film songs

incorporating steel drums and Caribbean tunes like "Om Shanti," the media

flows between India, the Caribbean, the metropolitan West, and the
secondary diaspora sites therein become all the more circular and

convoluted, creating a cultural house of mirrors in which the concept of

Indianness becomes an increasingly arbitrary construct. In polyglot
Suriname, the two-dimensional transnationality of Indian pop culture
becomes even more apparent as Indians recognize film tunes recycled in
dangdut, an Indian-influenced Indonesian pop genre enjoyed by the
substantial Javanese population.

As musical sounds mingle and cross-fertilize in the global

soundscape, it is inevitable that at a certain point they can come to be heard

not as resonant cultural icons, but as depthless simulacra. As I have
suggested, such an aesthetic may be implicit in the tonally discordant
accompaniments and transnationally-oriented lyrics of Indo-dub songs.

More overtly postmodern is the way that certain self-consciously campy
Indo-Caribbean recordings juxtapose would-be identity markers in a sense

of playful jouissance. In another publication (Manuel 1995a:237) I have
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discussed a few such songs, which either blankly parody Indianness in the
form of meaningless phrases spoken in a exaggerated Punjabi accent, or
combine samples of film ditties, Indo-dub, reggae rhythms and R&B in a

joyously artificial, but drivingly rhythmic, cacophony. The models for

these playful pastiches are the cut-and-mix collages of club deejays, and the
consumer mode of channel-surfing from one radio or TV station to another.
Such songs involve rapid juxtapositions of distinct discourses in ways that
highlight the artificiality of the recorded medium, revel in the random play
of difference, and comment on their communities' cultivation of layered and
multiple identities. Rather than seeking to construct an essentialist ideal,

they at once celebrate and ironicize syncretism, hybridity, and cultural
pollution. In such products, India itself, rather than shining as a revered

beacon, becomes a shallow simulacrum, typically reduced in song to

jumbled lists of foodstuffs, clothes, and bits of stray Hindi or, as the case
may be, Punjabi.
Conclusions: The Invention of India

While witnessing Indo-Caribbean chowtal and Ramayan-sin

sessions, I have often wished that I could transport some o

enthusiastic, Bhojpuri-speaking elders to similar chaitavni sessions in
Bihar, where they might feel that they were truly home at last. Veter

singers might similarly enjoy samaj song sessions in Brindavan te

However, they might also eventually despair of finding counterparts t

idiosyncratic versions of thumri, dhrupad, and tillana -- indeed,

Indo-Caribbeans would find that India looks little like the tinsel dream

produced in Bombay studios, or, for that matter, the glorious e
described in the epics. At the least, however, all would see that th
more to India than Mohammad Rafi, Amitabh Bachchan, and the seco
rank godmen who occasionally visit the Caribbean. The fact rem
however, that few Indo-Caribbeans have been able to visit India, and
fewer have visited the Bhojpuri hinterland. As such, their images of
ancestral homeland, however important to their senses of identity,
necessarily been acquired second-hand and have been conditioned

particular contexts of their dissemination and reception.

These inherently fictive images of India, in their two-dimension

and their internal contradictions, arguably serve less to anchor

Caribbean society than to intensify its affective deterritorialization. W
important in the Indo-Caribbean diaspora is less a relationship with I
itself than the relationship with and maintenance of some sort of Indi
India thus has become more a state of mind than a specific locale; just
Hindi language has become an exclusively religious and poetic rather
utilitarian medium, so has "India" gone from being a quotidian, enve
reality to an emotionally resonant, if finite and heterogeneous configu
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of images, whether derived from worm-eaten songbooks or Bombay film
Similarly, Trinidad, Guyana, and Suriname themselves are best seen less a
cohesive, geographically bounded nations than as sets of crossroads on
virtual matrix of global media circuits, or, in Appadurai's terms (1990), of
mediascapes, technoscapes, ethnoscapes, ideoscapes, and finanscapes.
Such considerations do not mean, however, that concepts of "the

local" become irrelevant to Indo-Caribbeans or to other diaspor

communities. Indeed, they may be particularly contentious and politically
charged in regions like the West Indies where different diasporic groups
compete for power and prestige. The related struggles for identity, rathe
than being archaic, anti-modem essentialisms, are in many ways distinctl

(post)modern phenomena, reflecting as they do the increased self

consciousness of subcultures and diasporic societies, the compression o
the world via new technologies and migrations, the resignification of

transnational images, and the concurrent dialectic between the local and th

global. Such developments acquire all the more immediacy as Indo

Caribbeans and other migrants stream into the metropolitan West, with the
hyphenated identities and complex multilocal attachments. As the peripher
implodes upon the core, such diasporic communities become at once victims
and agents of a new world order, remade by it and actively remaking it.

John Jay College

CUNY Graduate Center

Notes

1 One common tillana text, derived from a turn-of-the-century anthol
speaks of the "six rags and thirty-six raginis," enumerating several of t
When one singer quoted this verse, I asked if he knew any of these ra
mentioned; he replied that the ancestors like Baiju Bawra and "Tan Sin
[sic -- Tan Sen] knew them, before the Kali Yug. Tan-singers themselv
were traditionally referred to as "Tan Sens" or "Tan Singhs," (Singh bei

common kshatriya surname among Indo-Caribbeans), whence came
own designation.

2 Letter to the Stabroek (Guyana), 12/1/92. Several letters expressed s
opinions in Guyanese newspapers in 1992-93, in the debate over the In
demand for more media presence.

3 Bombay, a center of India's film industry, is sometimes referred to
"Bollywood" in combining Bombay with Hollywood.
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4 Personal communications with Moean and Sham Mohammed (d. 1993).
See also Mohammed 1979:13.

5 Trinidad's Shiv Shakti group has enjoyed considerable success -- a

now state promotion -- with its creative mixtures offilmi dance and West

(e.g., Michael Jackson) moves.

6 Film star Chunky Pandey, with whom I chatted in Guyana, pith

remarked, "Reality in India is something very harsh; so we make dream
and we make them very well, because they sell all over the world."
7 In Stabroek, 3/7/92, p. 13.
8 "India dancing to a different drum," 7/7/94.

9 One Guyanese pandit, influenced by Arya Samaj proselytism, told me t
Indians in India had hopelessly strayed from real Hinduism by becomin
enmired in caste and ethnic differences; implicitly, the Indo-Caribbean

having lost their caste, linguistic, and regional associations, were bet

poised to uphold the authentic spirit of Vedic Hinduism.

10 In particular, a faction of the Anjuman Sunnat-ul-Jamaat Association

(ASJA).

" From "Gal Move," on The Best of Apache Waria (AWCD-1);

preceding excerpt is from "Medley" on the same CD.

12 These hybrids have been repeatedly denounced in letters to Trinidad

and Guyanese newspapers by Indians offended by dance-hall's frequ

vulgarity and lumpen nihilism.
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